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This book describes the application of modern information technology to reservoir
modeling and well management in shale. While covering Shale Analytics, it
focuses on reservoir modeling and production management of shale plays, since
conventional reservoir and production modeling techniques do not perform well in
this environment. Topics covered include tools for analysis, predictive modeling
and optimization of production from shale in the presence of massive multicluster, multi-stage hydraulic fractures. Given the fact that the physics of storage
and fluid flow in shale are not well-understood and well-defined, Shale Analytics
avoids making simplifying assumptions and concentrates on facts (Hard Data Field Measurements) to reach conclusions. Also discussed are important insights
into understanding completion practices and re-frac candidate selection and
design. The flexibility and power of the technique is demonstrated in numerous
real-world situations.
This third edition of the Instrument Engineers' Handbook-most complete and
respected work on process instrumentation and control-helps you:
This volume contains the Proceedings of the International Conference on
Simulation of Semiconductor Devices and Processes, SISPAD 01, held on
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September 5–7, 2001, in Athens. The conference provided an open forum for the
presentation of the latest results and trends in process and device simulation.
The trend towards shrinking device dimensions and increasing complexity in
process technology demands the continuous development of advanced models
describing basic physical phenomena involved. New simulation tools are
developed to complete the hierarchy in the Technology Computer Aided Design
simulation chain between microscopic and macroscopic approaches. The
conference program featured 8 invited papers, 60 papers for oral presentation
and 34 papers for poster presentation, selected from a total of 165 abstracts from
30 countries around the world. These papers disclose new and interesting
concepts for simulating processes and devices.
This open access book is based on "Spationomy – Spatial Exploration of
Economic Data", an interdisciplinary and international project in the frame of
ERASMUS+ funded by the European Union. The project aims to exchange
interdisciplinary knowledge in the fields of economics and geomatics. For the
newly introduced courses, interdisciplinary learning materials have been
developed by a team of lecturers from four different universities in three
countries. In a first study block, students were taught methods from the two main
research fields. Afterwards, the knowledge gained had to be applied in a project.
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For this international project, teams were formed, consisting of one student from
each university participating in the project. The achieved results were presented
in a summer school a few months later. At this event, more methodological
knowledge was imparted to prepare students for a final simulation game about
spatial and economic decision making. In a broader sense, the chapters will
present the methodological background of the project, give case studies and
show how visualisation and the simulation game works.
This book is intended to be a reservoir engineering book for college students, but
it is not the usual college textbook. It is a modern and very practical guide
offering reservoir engineering fundamentals, advanced reservoir related topics,
reservoir simulation fundamentals, and problems and case studies from around
the world. It offers all this information with guidelines on how to assist these
processes with the use of simulation software (software not included). It is
designed to aid students and professionals alike in their active and important
roles throughout the reservoir life cycle (discovery, delineation, development,
production, and abandonment), and in the various phases of the reservoir
management process (setting strategy, developing plan, implementing,
monitoring, evaluating, and completing).
This valuable and accessible work provides comprehensive information on
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America's top public companies, listing over 10,000 publicly traded companies
from the New York, NASDAQ and OTC exchanges. All companies have assets of
more than $5 million and are filed with the SEC. Each entry describes business
activity, 5 year sales, income, earnings per share, assets and liabilities. Senior
employees, major shareholders and directors are also named. The seven indices
give an unrivalled access to the information.
SISDEP ’95 provides an international forum for the presentation of state-of-theart research and development results in the area of numerical process and
device simulation. Continuously shrinking device dimensions, the use of new
materials, and advanced processing steps in the manufacturing of semiconductor
devices require new and improved software. The trend towards increasing
complexity in structures and process technology demands advanced models
describing all basic effects and sophisticated two and three dimensional tools for
almost arbitrarily designed geometries. The book contains the latest results
obtained by scientists from more than 20 countries on process simulation and
modeling, simulation of process equipment, device modeling and simulation of
novel devices, power semiconductors, and sensors, on device simulation and
parameter extraction for circuit models, practical application of simulation,
numerical methods, and software.
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The roles and applications of various modeling approaches, aimed at improving the
usefulness of energy policy models in public decision making, are covered by this book.
The development, validation, and applications of system dynamics and agent-based
models in service of energy policy design and assessment in the 21st century is a key
focus. A number of modeling approaches and models for energy policy, with a
particular focus on low-carbon economic development of regions and states are
covered. Chapters on system dynamics methodology, model-based theory, fuzzy
system dynamics frame-work, and optimization modeling approach are presented,
along with several chapters on future research opportunities for the energy policy
modeling community. The use of model-based analysis and scenarios in energy policy
design and assessment has seen phenomenal growth during the past several decades.
In recent years, renewed concerns about climate change and energy security have
posed unique modeling challenges. By utilizing the validation techniques and
procedures which are effectively demonstrated in these contributions, researchers and
practitioners in energy systems domain can increase the appeal and acceptance of
their policy models.
In the early 1990s, a small group of individuals recognized how virtual reality (VR) could
transform medicine by immersing physicians, students and patients in data more
completely. Technical obstacles delayed progress but VR is now enjoying a
renaissance, with breakthrough applications available for healthcare. This book
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presents papers from the Medicine Meets Virtual Reality 22 conference, held in Los
Angeles, California, USA, in April 2016. Engineers, physicians, scientists, educators,
students, industry, military, and futurists participated in its creative mix of unorthodox
thinking and validated investigation. The topics covered include medical simulation and
modeling, imaging and visualization, robotics, haptics, sensors, physical and mental
rehabilitation tools, and more. Providing an overview of the state-of-the-art, this book
will interest all those involved in medical VR and in innovative healthcare, generally.
Comprehensive Nanoscience and Technology, Second Edition allows researchers to
navigate a very diverse, interdisciplinary and rapidly-changing field with up-to-date,
comprehensive and authoritative coverage of every aspect of modern nanoscience and
nanotechnology. Presents new chapters on the latest developments in the field Covers
topics not discussed to this degree of detail in other works, such as biological devices
and applications of nanotechnology Compiled and written by top international
authorities in the field
Computer-Assisted Simulation of Dynamic Systems with Block Diagram Languages
explores the diverse applications of these indispensable simulation tools. The first book
of its kind, it bridges the gap between block diagram languages and traditional
simulation practice by linking the art of analog/hybrid computation with modern pcbased technology. Direct analogies are explored as a means of promoting
interdisciplinary problem solving. The reader progresses step-by-step through the
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creative modeling and simulation of dynamic systems from disciplines as diverse from
each other as biology, electronics, physics, and mathematics. The book guides the
reader to the dynamic simulation of chaos, conformal mapping, VTOL aircraft, and
other highly specialized topics. Alternate methods of simulating a single device to
emphasize the dynamic rather than schematic features of a system are provided.
Nearly-forgotten computational techniques like that of integrating with respect to a
variable other than time are revived and applied to simulation and signal processing.
Actual working models are found throughout this eminently readable book, along with a
complete international bibliography for individuals researching subjects in dynamic
systems. This is an excellent primary text for undergraduate and graduate courses in
computer simulation or an adjunct text for a dynamic systems course. It is also
recommended as a professional reference book.
This book unifies all aspects of flight dynamics for the efficient development of
aerospace vehicle simulations. It provides the reader with a complete set of tools to
build, program, and execute simulations. Unlike other books, it uses tensors for
modeling flight dynamics in a form invariant under coordinate transformations. For
implementation, the tensors are converted to matrices, resulting in compact computer
code. The reader can pick templates of missiles, aircraft, or hypersonic vehicles to jumpstart a particular application. It is the only textbook that combines the theory of
modeling with hands-on examples of three-, five-, and six-degree-of-freedom
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simulations. Included is a link to the CADAC Web Site where you may apply for the free
CADAC CD with eight prototype simulations and plotting programs. Amply illustrated
with 318 figures and 44 examples, the text can be used for advanced undergraduate
and graduate instruction or for self-study. Also included are 77 problems that enhance
the ability to model aerospace vehicles and nine projects that hone the skills for
developing three-, five-, and six-degree-of-freedom simulations.
Build complex embedded systems faster and with lower costs by: * Knowing when and
how much simulation testing is appropriate * Applying engineering methods to
simulation design and development * Using the best tools available to develop
simulations. * Va
The complete editorial contents of Qpedia Thermal eMagazine, Volume 3, Issues 1 - 12
features in-depth, technical articles covering the most critical areas of electronics
cooling.
The aim of this volume is to provide deep insights and the latest scientific developments and
trends in experimental economics. Derived from the 2015 Computational Methods in
Experimental Economics (CMEE) conference, this book features papers containing research
and analysis of economic experiments concerning research in such areas as management
science, decision theory, game theory, marketing and political science. The goal is to present
possibilities for using various computer methods in the scope of experimental economics to
further provide researchers with a wide variety of tools. The field of experimental economics is
rapidly evolving. Modern use of experimental economics requires the integration of knowledge
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in the domains of economic sciences, computer science, psychology, and neuroscience.
Recent research includes experiments conducted both in the laboratory and in the field, and
the results are used for testing and a better understanding of economic theories. Researchers
working in this field use mainly a set of well-established methods and computer tools that
support the experiments. Methods such as artificial intelligence, computer simulation and
computer graphics, however, are not represented enough in experimental economics studies
and most experimenters do not consider their usage. The goal of the conference and the
enclosed papers is to allow for an exchange of experiences and to promote joint initiatives to
insight change in this trend.
An Official Publication of the Society for Simulation in Healthcare, Defining Excellence in
Simulation Programs aims to meet the needs of healthcare practitioners using simulation
techniques for education, assessment, and research. Increasingly, simulation is an integral
part of teaching and training programs in healthcare settings around the world. Simulation
models, including virtual simulation, scenario-based simulation with actors, and computerized
mannequins, contributes to improved performance and reduced errors in patient care. This text
establishes working definitions and benchmarks for the field of simulation and defines the
types of simulation programs, while also covering program leadership, funding, staffing,
equipment and education models. It provides knowledge critical to the success of simulation
program management, simulation educators, and simulation researchers. Written to appeal to
the novice to advanced beginner, a special section in each chapter is directed to the
competent to expert programs, managers, educators, and researchers, so that this text truly
can serve as the comprehensive reference for anyone in simulation.
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[Administration (référence électronique)].
This book contains help menu content, exercises, and updated procedures for operating the
fluid catalytic cracking unit by Simulation Solutions, Inc.
The book presents the state of the art in high performance computing and simulation on
modern supercomputer architectures. It covers trends in hardware and software development
in general and specifically the future of high performance systems and heterogeneous
architectures. The application contributions cover computational fluid dynamics, material
science, medical applications and climate research. Innovative fields like coupled multi-physics
or multi-scale simulations are presented. All papers were chosen from presentations given at
the 14th Teraflop Workshop held in December 2011 at HLRS, University of Stuttgart, Germany
and the Workshop on Sustained Simulation Performance at Tohoku University in March 2012.
?
A sizable gap exists between the ample demands for (and growing supply of) entrepreneurship
education and our understanding of how to best approach the teaching and learning of
entrepreneurship. To help close this gap, the United States Association for
From the Introduction: Nanotechnology and its underpinning sciences are progressing with
unprecedented rapidity. With technical advances in a variety of nanoscale fabrication and
manipulation technologies, the whole topical area is maturing into a vibrant field that is
generating new scientific research and a burgeoning range of commercial applications, with an
annual market already at the trillion dollar threshold. The means of fabricating and controlling
matter on the nanoscale afford striking and unprecedented opportunities to exploit a variety of
exotic phenomena such as quantum, nanophotonic and nanoelectromechanical effects.
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Moreover, researchers are elucidating new perspectives on the electronic and optical
properties of matter because of the way that nanoscale materials bridge the disparate theories
describing molecules and bulk matter. Surface phenomena also gain a greatly increased
significance; even the well-known link between chemical reactivity and surface-to-volume ratio
becomes a major determinant of physical properties, when it operates over nanoscale
dimensions. Against this background, this comprehensive work is designed to address the
need for a dynamic, authoritative and readily accessible source of information, capturing the
full breadth of the subject. Its six volumes, covering a broad spectrum of disciplines including
material sciences, chemistry, physics and life sciences, have been written and edited by an
outstanding team of international experts. Addressing an extensive, cross-disciplinary
audience, each chapter aims to cover key developments in a scholarly, readable and critical
style, providing an indispensible first point of entry to the literature for scientists and
technologists from interdisciplinary fields. The work focuses on the major classes of
nanomaterials in terms of their synthesis, structure and applications, reviewing nanomaterials
and their respective technologies in well-structured and comprehensive articles with extensive
cross-references. It has been a constant surprise and delight to have found, amongst the
rapidly escalating number who work in nanoscience and technology, so many highly esteemed
authors willing to contribute. Sharing our anticipation of a major addition to the literature, they
have also captured the excitement of the field itself in each carefully crafted chapter. Along
with our painstaking and meticulous volume editors, full credit for the success of this enterprise
must go to these individuals, together with our thanks for (largely) adhering to the given
deadlines. Lastly, we record our sincere thanks and appreciation for the skills and
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professionalism of the numerous Elsevier staff who have been involved in this project, notably
Fiona Geraghty, Megan Palmer and Greg Harris, and especially Donna De Weerd-Wilson who
has steered it through from its inception. We have greatly enjoyed working with them all, as we
have with each other.
This book presents the proceedings of the 21st NextMed/MMVR conference, held in
Manhattan Beach, California, in February 2014. These papers describe recent developments
in medical simulation, modeling, visualization, imaging, haptics, robotics, sensors, interfaces,
and other IT-enabled technologies that benefit healthcare. The wide range of applications
includes simulation for medical education and surgical training, information-guided therapies,
mental and physical rehabilitation tools, and intelligence networks. Since 1992,
Nextmed/MMVR has engaged the problem-solving abilities of scientists, engineers, clinicians,
educators, the military, students, and healthcare futurists. Its multidisciplinary participation
offers a fresh perspective on how to make patient care and medical education more precise
and effective.
The Volume on Advances in Steiner Trees is divided into two sections. The first section of the
book includes papers on the general geometric Steiner tree problem in the plane and higher
dimensions. The second section of the book includes papers on the Steiner problem on
graphs. The general geometric Steiner tree problem assumes that you have a given set of
points in some d-dimensional space and you wish to connect the given points with the shortest
network possible. The given set ofpoints are 3 Figure 1: Euclidean Steiner Problem in E
usually referred to as terminals and the set ofpoints that may be added to reduce the overall
length of the network are referred to as Steiner points. What makes the problem difficult is that
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we do not know a priori the location and cardinality ofthe number ofSteiner points. Thus)the
problem on the Euclidean metric is not known to be in NP and has not been shown to be NPComplete. It is thus a very difficult NP-Hard problem.
Weaving together prescriptions with a series of cases, Systemic Change Management
describes the value and how-to of a systemic or enterprise approach to organizational change.
Each capability presented here promotes change, but when used together create synergies
that magnify their individual impact within and between collaborating organizations.
Contributed papers presented at the conference held at Central Mechanical Engineering
Research Institute, Durgapur.
The accounting cycle is best learned by doing. Thus, the goal of this accounting simulation is
to provide the student with a hands-on approach to learning the accounting cycle--from
analyzing and journalizing transactions and events to financial statement preparation and endof-period closing. If completed manually, this simulation may take 10 - 14 hours to complete.
Alternatively, the student may use computerized accounting packages such as Simply
Accounting by Sage, QuickBooks®, MYOB®, etc.
This book was sponsored by the U.S. Air Force Academy Space Mission Analysis and Design
Program with support from program offices at the Air Force Space and Missile Systems
Center, the National Reconnaissance Office, the U.S. Department of Transportation, and
organizations within the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Understanding LED Illumination elucidates the science of lighting for light emitting diodes. It
presents concepts, theory, simulations, and new design techniques that shine the spotlight on
illumination, energy efficiency, and reducing electrical power consumption. The text provides
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an introduction to the fundamentals of LED lamp design, and highli

Rainfall-induced landslides are common around the world. With global climate
change, their frequency is increasing and the consequences are becoming
greater. Previous studies assess them mostly from the perspective of a single
discipline—correlating landslides with rainstorms, geomorphology and hydrology
in order to establish a threshold prediction value for rainfall-induced landslides;
analyzing the slope’s stability using a geomechanical approach; or assessing the
risk from field records. Rainfall Induced Soil Slope Failure: Stability Analysis and
Probabilistic Assessment integrates probabilistic approaches with the
geotechnical modeling of slope failures under rainfall conditions with unsaturated
soil. It covers theoretical models of rainfall infiltration and stability analysis,
reliability analysis based on coupled hydro-mechanical modelling, stability of
slopes with cracks, gravels and spatial heterogenous soils, and probabilistic
model calibration based on measurement. It focuses on the uncertainties
involved with rainfall-induced landslides and presents state-of-the art techniques
and methods which characterize the uncertainties and quantify the probabilities
and risk of rainfall-induced landslide hazards. Additionally, the authors cover: The
failure mechanisms of rainfall-induced slope failure Commonly used infiltration
and stability methods The infiltration and stability of natural soil slopes with
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cracks and colluvium materials Stability evaluation methods based on
probabilistic approaches The effect of spatial variability on unsaturated soil
slopes and more
Instrument Engineers' Handbook, Third Edition: Process Control provides
information pertinent to control hardware, including transmitters, controllers,
control valves, displays, and computer systems. This book presents the control
theory and shows how the unit processes of distillation and chemical reaction
should be controlled. Organized into eight chapters, this edition begins with an
overview of the method needed for the state-of-the-art practice of process
control. This text then examines the relative merits of digital and analog displays
and computers. Other chapters consider the basic industrial annunciators and
other alarm systems, which consist of multiple individual alarm points that are
connected to a trouble contact, a logic module, and a visual indicator. This book
discusses as well the data loggers available for process control applications. The
final chapter deals with the various pump control systems, the features and
designs of variable-speed drives, and the metering pumps. This book is a
valuable resource for engineers.
The International Conference on Industrial Engineering and Engineering
Management is sponsored by the Chinese Industrial Engineering Institution,
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CMES, which is the only national-level academic society for Industrial
Engineering. The conference is held annually as the major event in this arena.
Being the largest and the most authoritative international academic conference
held in China, it provides an academic platform for experts and entrepreneurs in
the areas of international industrial engineering and management to exchange
their research findings. Many experts in various fields from China and around the
world gather together at the conference to review, exchange, summarize and
promote their achievements in the fields of industrial engineering and engineering
management. For example, some experts pay special attention to the current
state of the application of related techniques in China as well as their future
prospects, such as green product design, quality control and management,
supply chain and logistics management to address the need for, amongst other
things low-carbon, energy-saving and emission-reduction. They also offer
opinions on the outlook for the development of related techniques. The
proceedings offers impressive methods and concrete applications for experts
from colleges and universities, research institutions and enterprises who are
engaged in theoretical research into industrial engineering and engineering
management and its applications. As all the papers are of great value from both
an academic and a practical point of view, they also provide research data for
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international scholars who are investigating Chinese style enterprises and
engineering management.
Methodological Guidelines for Modeling and Developing MAS-Based Simulations
The intersection of agents, modeling, simulation, and application domains has
been the subject of active research for over two decades. Although agents and
simulation have been used effectively in a variety of application domains, much
of the supporting research remains scattered in the literature, too often leaving
scientists to develop multi-agent system (MAS) models and simulations from
scratch. Multi-Agent Systems: Simulation and Applications provides an overdue
review of the wide ranging facets of MAS simulation, including methodological
and application-oriented guidelines. This comprehensive resource reviews two
decades of research in the intersection of MAS, simulation, and different
application domains. It provides scientists and developers with disciplined
engineering approaches to modeling and developing MAS-based simulations.
After providing an overview of the field’s history and its basic principles, as well
as cataloging the various simulation engines for MAS, the book devotes three
sections to current and emerging approaches and applications. Simulation for
MAS — explains simulation support for agent decision making, the use of
simulation for the design of self-organizing systems, the role of software
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architecture in simulating MAS, and the use of simulation for studying learning
and stigmergic interaction. MAS for Simulation — discusses an agent-based
framework for symbiotic simulation, the use of country databases and expert
systems for agent-based modeling of social systems, crowd-behavior modeling,
agent-based modeling and simulation of adult stem cells, and agents for traffic
simulation. Tools — presents a number of representative platforms and tools for
MAS and simulation, including Jason, James II, SeSAm, and RoboCup Rescue.
Complete with over 200 figures and formulas, this reference book provides the
necessary overview of experiences with MAS simulation and the tools needed to
exploit simulation in MAS for future research in a vast array of applications
including home security, computational systems biology, and traffic management.
Algorithms are essential building blocks of computer applications. However,
advancements in computer hardware, which render traditional computer models
more and more unrealistic, and an ever increasing demand for efficient solution
to actual real world problems have led to a rising gap between classical algorithm
theory and algorithmics in practice. The emerging discipline of Algorithm
Engineering aims at bridging this gap. Driven by concrete applications, Algorithm
Engineering complements theory by the benefits of experimentation and puts
equal emphasis on all aspects arising during a cyclic solution process ranging
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from realistic modeling, design, analysis, robust and efficient implementations to
careful experiments. This tutorial - outcome of a GI-Dagstuhl Seminar held in
Dagstuhl Castle in September 2006 - covers the essential aspects of this process
in ten chapters on basic ideas, modeling and design issues, analysis of
algorithms, realistic computer models, implementation aspects and algorithmic
software libraries, selected case studies, as well as challenges in Algorithm
Engineering. Both researchers and practitioners in the field will find it useful as a
state-of-the-art survey.
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